Abstract Virtual avatar control is an important technology in computer games and virtual reality. However, the traditional experience requirement to the interactive entertainment. This paper proposes an intuitive interaction approach which allows the user to control the virtual character by his body performance. The user s behavior is captured by measuring the accelerometer and magnetometer from the motion sensor attached to the user s limbs. Then the sensor data are sent to the computer via wireless sensor network and the orientation of the sensor is estimated with optimization method. Finally, the motion data of the virtual character are synthesized from the computed orientations. The experimental result shows that this method can transfer the performance effectively to the virtual character and improve the user s experience in virtual environment.
INTRODUCTION
Recently, with the development of the three-dimensional photo-realistic rendering technology, computer games now provide more and more realistic images to the users. Many three-dimensional computer games can even produce better visual effects than the Hollywood feature movies in the last decade. Most of the computer games use the traditional push button controllers, such as keyboard, mouse and joystick, to control the three dimensional virtual avatar by selecting a predefined motion in the game logic. However, the users desire a more intuitive approach to control virtual avatars in the games with their own body movements [26] . This problem has attracted much attention from both game industry and research area. In this paper, we propose a new method that allows the user to control the virtual avatar by performing punch, kick and many other actions directly. Much different from the Nintendo Wii remote and Sony PS3 Move controller, our proposed method uses full body motion, not only gestures, to control the virtual avatar. By using the miniature wireless motion sensors, our method can provide the user with an affordable and easy to use means in the computer games or virtual interaction.
II. RELATED WORKS
Since the virtual avatar control is of great importance in interactive animation and virtual reality, many researches have been done in related topics [7] [8] [12] [17] . J. Blackburn and E. Ribeiro proposes a method to extract human motion from the video data. They firstly reduce the dimensions of the video data with ISOMAP, and then use DTW algorithm to match the video data to the existing human motion data, and finally retrieve the matched human motion from the motion database [2] . S. Ishigaki et al. use optical motion capture device to control the virtual avatar directly by acquiring the movements, and then adjust the captured motion by recognizing the user s intention and the environmental constraints [10] . Since the optical motion capture requires the user to wear more than 40 markers and the configuration process in very time consuming, J. Chai and J. Hodgins in their paper [4] propose a method that can greatly reduce the required makers by using low dimensional input signals to retrieve the matched motions from the motion database. These vision based methods using optical motion capture system are limited by the capture environment and lighting condition, so the users cannot perform actions in wide range. Furthermore, optical motion capture devices are much more expensive than any ordinary uses can afford.
Using the tiny sensors attached to the user s body to capture the motion can overcome the limitations of the optical motion capture system. Recently, as the MEMS technology develops, miniature accelerometers are widely used in mobile devices, and more and more researcher use accelerometers to recognize human motions [13] [19] . T. Shiratori and J. Hodgins use Nintendo Wii controller to animate the behavior of animation characters [23] . J. Mantyjarvi et al. use accelerometers attached to the user s body to track human motions [18] . R. Slyper and J. Hodgins use accelerometer to retrieve the matched motion from the motion database by comparing the acceleration features [24] . Accelerations are cheap and widely available, but these methods cannot estimate the human motion directly from the sensor data, and the recognizing algorithm needs the motion database as complement, so the results are limited by the motions in the database.
Inertial gyroscope can measure the angle velocity of the moving objects, and the rotation can be obtained by integrating the measured angle velocity. However, because of the existence of the sensor noises, the integration may produce large drift in the result data [5] . To handle this problem, researches combine the gyroscope, accelerometer and magnetometer to calculate the sensor orientation [15] [22] . Kalman filter [11] is an effective optimal filter algorithm in the signal process area, and is also used in motion capture data synthesis [25] . H. Luinge [14] and D. Roetenberg [21] in their doctoral theses propose a Kalman filter based sensor fusion algorithm to improve the accuracy and robustness of the orientation estimation. E.R. Bachmannet al. use MARG (Magnetic field, Angular Rate, and Gravity) data and a quaternion based complementary filter to estimate the orientation and synthesis motions for the virtual avatar [1] . A. Young et al. design Orient-2 which combines gyroscope, accelerometer and magnetometer and use the embedded CPU to compute the orientation on the sensor to reduce the wireless data transferred [27] . Gyroscope based method are accuracy and easy to implement, but currently the three-axis miniature gyroscope are not commercially available. The alternates combine three one-axis gyroscopes orthogonally to simulate the three-axis gyroscope [6] [9] . However, these approaches are expensive and power consuming, which makes it unsuitable for home users.
III. SYSTEM DESIGN

1) Architecture
Our proposed system consists of wireless motion sensors, sensor data process algorithm and motion synthesis software. Firstly, the user places the wireless motion sensors on his limbs. When the user performs the actions in the interaction scenario, the wireless motion sensors measure the acceleration and magnetic flux data , and then send the captured data to the computer connected with 2.4GHz wireless sensor network. The sensor data are used to compute the orientation of the sensor on the user s limb. After that the orientation data is mapped to the virtual avatar s specific joints to synthesis the avatar motion. Finally, the virtual avatar is animated in three-dimensional graphics on the screen to feed back to the user, as shown in Figure 1 . 
IV. WIRELESS MOTION SENSOR
The wireless motion sensor consists of accelerometer, magnetometer, microcontroller and wireless transceiver, as shown in Figure 2 . MMA7260QT is a triple-axis accelerometer with adjustable sensitivity from 1.5g to 6g. It measures the linear acceleration of the sensor when moving. SEN-R65 is a triple-axis magnetic meter. The MC13201 is a short range, low power, 2.4 GHz band transceiver. It sends acceleration and magnetic flux data measured wirelessly the connected computer for further calculation. Before the user can perform the actions in the interaction scenario, the wireless motion sensors must be configured on s body. The sensors are attached to the body and limbs such as forearms, upper arms, chest, thighs and legs etc. as shown in Figure 3 . Different configurations can be chosen to fulfill the needs of interactions. Better interaction effects can be achieved with more wireless sensors attached to the user s body, while configurations with fewer sensors can reduce the cost and complete some basic interaction requirements. Acceleration and magnetic flux data measured from the wireless sensors can be used to compute the orientations because they have unique directions in the global coordinates. As shown in Figure 4 . the gravity G and magnetic flux M maintain the same when the sensor itself rotates. However, in the sensor s coordinates system, these two vectors do change in direction, and we can computer the rotation matrix between these two changed directions to obtain the rotation of the sensor relative to its initial orientation.
A. Sensor Data Preprocess
Since the data acquired from the wireless motion sensor contain errors and noises, furthermore, difference sensors have different zero values, before we estimate the orientation of the sensor from these data, we have to preprocess the input data in order to remove these interferences and calibrate the data. This process consists of two steps: normalize the data, and filter out the noises.
In order to calibrate the sensor data, we need to know its maximum and minimum measurable values. We rotate the sensor around the global horizontal axis and vertical axis for several cycles and record the extreme values of the acceleration and the magnetic flux. And then calculate normalized value of the input sensor data by
where G in is the input acceleration vector from the wireless motion sensor, G max and G min are the maximum and minimum value recorded in the previous measurement, and G norm is the normalized acceleration range in [-1,1].
After the calibration, a vector median filter algorithm is applied to remove the outliers from the input sensor data sequence. The algorithm steps are as follows:
List 1. Algorithm steps for the vector median filter for each vector Vi in the input signal S extract a subsequence Si(L) of length L in its neighbor do dmin med i for each vector Vj in the subsequence Si(L) do calculate the distance djk between Vj and other vectors in Si(L) if djk<dmin then dmin jk Vmed k
where S is the input sensor data sequence, V is a single data vector, Si(L) is the subsequence of length L extracted from the neighbor of V i , d jk is the distance between two vectors V j and V k , d min is the minimum distance between all these vector pairs and V med is the result median vector in this vector sequence.
B. Estimate Orientation Using Optimization Algorithm
Define the acceleration and magnetic flux of the sensor in its initial status as G 0 and M 0 respectively. At time t, the acceleration and magnetic flux become G t and M t because the rotation of the sensor itself, and the transform equations are as follows
Where R t is the 3x3 rotation matrix that rotates the sensor from its initial orientation and the orientation in time t. However, because of the inevitable measurement errors of the acceleration and magnetic flux from the sensor, the equation above is not exactly satisfied. Here we define an error function as follows e g = |G 0 R t G t | e m = |M 0 R t M t |
Where e g and e m are acceleration and magnetic flux errors respectively after rotation.
In order to estimate the rotation of the motion sensor as accurate as possible, the global error e = e g + e m must be minimal and we get min R t R t = |G 0 R t G t | + |M 0 R t M t | (4) where e(R t ) is the optimization function of the global rotation error. We use quaternion Q t in place of the rotation matrix R t to ease the calculation. The Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm interpolates between the Gauss Newton algorithm and the method of gradient descent. It is robust and converges as fast as Gauss Newton algorithm [20] . The optimization problem in equation 4 is solved using Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm.
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VI. MOTION SYNTHESIS
The user s action is transferred to the virtual avatar by mapping the sensors attached to the user s limbs to the virtual avatar s joints. In order to make the synthesized motion more realistic, we adapt the motions according to the physical constraints and the environmental requirements.
A. Sensor-Joint Mapping
Every joint of the virtual avatar are mapped to the corresponding wireless motion sensors. Before interaction, the user needs to align his posture to the initial status of the virtual avatar by performing a T-Pose, which is demonstrated in Figure 3 . And the system records the acceleration and magnetic flux data as the initial status of the motion sensor. The orientation of the specific joint of the virtual avatar is denoted as O 0 . When the user plays, the quaternion of the sensor rotation is estimated as Q t at time t, then orientation of the corresponding joint of the virtual avatar can be compute as
B. Motion Adaptation
Each frame in the motion which controls the virtual avatar consists of a sequence of joint rotations and one global position of the root joint, however, the joint orientation estimated from the wireless motion sensor measurements are only related to the static global root position, that is, the virtual avatar cannot move in the XY horizontal plane but only waving or kicking in the original spot. This is a huge limitation of the sensor based interaction technology. To overcome this problem, we use the physical constraints of the virtual avatar and the environment to calculate the desired movements when the user walks. Because the support leg always sticks to the ground when walking, we firstly recognize the avatar s support leg, and then constrained the support leg to the ground and change the position of the root joint. The detailed algorithm is described as follows 
VII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We have developed an experimental wireless motion sensor based virtual avatar animation system to validate the effectiveness of the approach proposed in this paper. The software system is programmed with Qt framework in Visual C/C++, and uses OpenGL as the graphic rendering API of the three-dimensional virtual avatar. This system runs on a PC with 2GB memory and Intel Core 2 Duo 2.26GHz CPU. The wireless sensor sampling frame rate is 30 Hz. 
A. Motion Responsive Time Analysi
Because the wireless motion sensors need some time to measure the acceleration and magnetic flux data and transfer them to the computer via the wireless connection, furthermore, the data process and orientation estimation also need computation time, there will be some delay between the user s action and the virtual avatar s synthesized motion. By exploring the cause of the delay, we find that the length of the subsequence in the filtering algorithm takes the major influence. The signal noises and responsive delay can be controlled by adjusting the length of the subsequence. Since the signal noises greatly affect the computation error in the orientation estimation, it is important to choose the appropriate length for the subsequence.
In the experiments we discover that the mean value of the computation error reduces when the length of the subsequence increases, and the synthesized motion is much smoother. However, longer subsequence makes longer responsive delay, which reduces the user experience badly.
From the experimental results we find that the error and delay are well balanced when the length is about 9. And in the actual observation, we also find the user can well accept the interaction experience in this situation.
Although the virtual avatar s responsive motion is delayed about 300 milliseconds, the refresh rate of the motion is not affected by the filtering algorithm. The motion synthesis and playback can maintain above 20 frames per second and fulfill the basic requirements of the real-time interaction.
In order to evaluate the effectiveness and accuracy of the motion recovery algorithm, a couple of actions performed by the user are compared to the synthesized virtual avatar motions. As shown in Figure 7 . , the user performs a kicking and a punching action. We compare the corresponding actions frame by frame, and the result shows that the motions are well matched and most part of the motion are quite similar. 
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we use wireless motion sensors to provide the users in computer games and virtual reality with an intuitive way to control their virtual avatars by directly performing actions. Much different from the productions that embed the inertial sensors into the joystick, our approach enable the users to perform full body movements, not just hand motions, to control the entire action of the virtual avatar in the virtual environment., furthermore, the result avatar motions are exactly performed by the users, not selected from a couple of predefine ones from the storages. While compared with the approaches that only use accelerometers as input sources and use motion database as data source, our method provide a more accurate and fast process, because we can estimate the The signal filtering algorithm adopted in this paper improves the stability and continuous of the output moutons when the sensor data contains errors and jitters. Environment constrained motion adaptation algorithm solved the problem that the motion sensors cannot locate the position in global coordinates.
The interaction technology proposed in this paper can be applied to virtual communications and video games, also the three dimensional animators can use this technology to rapid prototype and evaluate their character animation productions. Athletes training, robotics controlling and medical monitoring can also benefit from using this sensor based approach.
